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The large increase in the incidence of esophageal adeno-
carcinoma in the West during the past 30 years has stim-
ulated interest in screening for Barrett’s esophagus (BE), a
precursor to esophageal cancer. Effective endoscopic
treatments for dysplasia and intramucosal cancer, coupled
with screening programs to detect BE, could help reverse
the increase in the incidence of esophageal cancer. How-
ever, there are no accurate, cost-effective, minimally inva-
sive techniques available to screen for BE, reducing the
enthusiasm of gastroenterologists. Over the past 5 years,
there has been significant progress in the development of
screening technologies. We review existing and developing
technologies, new minimally invasive imaging techniques,
nonendoscopic devices for cell collection, and biomarkers
that can be measured in blood or stool samples. We discuss
the status of these approaches, data from clinical studies of
their effects, and their anticipated strengths and weak-
nesses in screening. The area is rapidly evolving, and new
tools will soon be ready for prime time.
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creening is defined as performing a test on a group of
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Speople to look for evidence of a medical condition.
Screening programs are effective for diseases that can be
identified at early stages of development and that affect a
significant proportion of the population. A screening pro-
gram only works if it significantly reduces the burden of
disease in the population and is cost effective.

Esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC) is the most com-
mon esophageal malignancy in Western countries and has
a poor prognosis; less than 15% of patients are alive 5
years after diagnosis.2–4 The standardized incidence rates
of EAC have increased greatly over the past 30 years
(approximately 7% per year), although more recent evi-
dence indicates a smaller increase in incidence rate (2%
per year).3,5 It seems possible to screen for patients at risk
for esophageal cancer. The premalignant stage, Barrett’s
esophagus (BE), has a relatively long time of progression
to cancer.6,7 Transformation of BE to cancer occurs via
intermediate disease stages, including low-grade and high-
grade dysplasias; endoscopic interventions have been
proven in randomized controlled trials to prevent disease
progression.8,9 Furthermore, the risk factors for BE and
EAC are well defined, so it should be possible to screen a
high-risk population.
Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) is the most
common risk factor for EAC, with central obesity, smoking,
male sex, white race, hiatal hernia, and aging contributing to
risk.10–12 There are rare families with inherited forms of
EAC,13 and genome-wide association studies have associ-
ated some low-penetrance susceptibility alleles with spo-
radic cases.14,15 BE usually progresses to cancer without
changes in symptoms; the cancer is not usually detected
until the tumor has advanced to a stage that cannot be
treated.2 A recent population study of patients with EAC
associated a prior diagnosis of BE with detection of lower-
stage tumors and longer survival.16

The population prevalence of BE is believed to be
approximately 1.5%.17,18 This value increases to 15% for
individuals with a long history of reflux symptoms.19–21

Most cases of BE are identified during endoscopy for
symptomatic gastroesophageal reflux. A diagnosis of BE is
generally followed by endoscopic surveillance to identify
cancer at an early stage, when it can be treated.22 However,
more that 60% of patients who present with dysphagia and
are found to have EAC have long histories of uninvestigated
symptoms.23 This could be because heartburn and indiges-
tion can be reduced with over-the-counter medications,
causing patients to wait long periods before finally seeing a
physician. As a consequence, most cases of BE are undiag-
nosed; <5% of patients undergoing resection for EAC have a
previous diagnosis of BE.24 Screening for BE, especially in
patients with multiple risk factors, might therefore be
justified because it can lead to early diagnosis and man-
agement of BE.

Nonetheless, many factors have dampened the enthu-
siasm of gastroenterologists for screening for BE.25

Population-based studies and a large meta-analysis found
the incidence of cancer among patients with BE to be lower
than previously believed (currently estimated at approxi-
mately 0.3% per year).26–28 Also, more than one-third of
patients with EAC deny a previous history of symptomatic
reflux disease, posing a problem for screening strategies
based exclusively on reflux symptoms.10,29 Increased
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understanding of the risk factors related to BE and EAC
should help plan more effective programs that select high-
risk patients.30 One recent study found that a combination
of a long duration of reflux exposure, older age, the presence
of central obesity, and a history of smoking better predicted
which patients would develop BE than did reflux symptoms
alone.31

Some cases of EAC develop in people without BE,32,33 so
screening only for BE could miss some patients who will
still develop this cancer. However, a pathologic study of
patients with EAC before and after chemotherapy found that
the tumor can grow over areas of premalignant disease, so
BE is not always detected. In this study, BE was revealed
after neoadjuvant treatment of up to 90% of cases with no
previous signs of BE.34

The only validated screening approach for BE involves
standard white light endoscopy with collection of biopsy
specimens, which is invasive and expensive. Gastroenter-
ology societies therefore recommend against screening
unselected populations, because modeling studies have
shown that this approach is not cost effective
(Table 1).35–39 On the other hand, in light of the improved
outcomes of patients with early-stage cancer40 and the
increasing evidence for the efficacy of endoscopic therapies
before invasion of the submucosa,9,41–43 increased
screening and early diagnosis could reduce EAC mortality.
For screening to be justified, it would need to include
mechanisms to identify patents at highest risk for cancer
progression without increasing the burden on endoscopic
surveillance programs.

Although multiple societies recommend forms of se-
lective screening, this approach has never been validated
in a prospective population-based study. To advance the
case for screening, we will consider the availability and
efficacy of diagnostic tests for BE that might be acceptable
to patients, affordable, and practical for the health care
systems to implement.44,45 We will also discuss the tech-
nologies that have the potential to satisfy these criteria,
including standard endoscopy coupled with biopsies or
cytology, new imaging techniques, nonendoscopic cell
collection devices, and biomarkers that can be measured in
blood or stool.
Table 1.Recommendations for BE Screening

Society Year
Scree

general p

American College of Gastroenterology 2008 Not recom
American Gastroenterological Association 2011 Not recom

American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy 2012 Not recom
British Society of Gastroenterology 2013 Not recom

NOTE. Other European society guidelines are currently under p
Endoscopy and Biopsy Collection
Screening for EAC has traditionally involved endoscopy

and collection of biopsy specimens from any suspicious le-
sions in the esophagus. Typically, patients have been
selected for screening based on their higher risk of BE than
that of the general population. The patients are sedated, and
oral endoscopy is performed. Additional, indirect costs
include time taken off work by both patients and those who
accompany them.46 In screening procedures, it is recom-
mended that biopsy specimens be collected only from pa-
tients with endoscopically visible columnar tissue in the
tubular esophagus; otherwise, the presence of intestinal
metaplasia can be difficult to distinguish from gastric cardia
intestinal metaplasia.47 Collection of normal-appearing
squamocolumnar junction tissues for histopathologic anal-
ysis generates additional costs. The examination should be
conducted with high-definition endoscopes, with careful
observation of the mucosa in the tubular esophagus. In
expert hands, assessment of the mucosal pattern, in
conjunction with dye chromoendoscopy or virtual chro-
moendoscopic imaging, can help to identify areas of poten-
tial intestinal metaplasia. Mucosal patterns have been
identified that correlate with the presence of intestinal
metaplasia.48 However, advanced imaging techniques with
endoscopic magnification have not been found to consis-
tently increase the yield of intestinal metaplasia detection
compared with careful standard white light endoscopy.35

Biopsy specimens of any visible lesion should also be per-
formed to exclude potential malignancy.

Screening endoscopy and histological findings could be
used to stratify patients for risk and management. Overall,
even though standard endoscopy with biopsy collection has
the highest degree of diagnostic accuracy and is used as the
standard in research studies, it is limited by its high costs.
Previous modeling studies showed that endoscopy could be
a cost-effective screening tool, with an incremental cost-
effectiveness ratio that ranges from approximately
$10,000 to $24,000 per quality-adjusted life year.49,50 These
ratios, however, were determined based on the assumption
that BE has a much higher rate of progression to cancer than
is currently estimated, and the model did not take into ac-
count subsequent surveillance. In conclusion, there is no
ning for
opulation Targeted population for screening

mended To be established
mended Patients with multiple risk factors (age older than 50

years, white race, male sex, chronic GERD, hiatal
hernia, obesity)

mended Patients with multiple risk factors
mended Patients with GERD and at least 3 of the following risk

factors: age older than 50 years, white race, male
sex, and obesity; threshold to be lowered in case of
family history

reparation.
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evidence that standard endoscopy is cost effective for
screening unselected populations for BE or EAC.51

More recently, narrow field imaging techniques such as
confocal laser endomicroscopy and probe-based Raman
spectroscopy have had increased interest because they can
identify intestinal metaplasia in near real time.52–54 Despite
the theoretical advantage of obtaining optical biopsy speci-
mens during endoscopy, these technologies are expensive
and require dedicated equipment. These techniques are
most likely to be used in determining the prognosis of high-
risk patients with BE rather than for screening the general
population.

Standard Endoscopy With
Cytological Analysis

Brush cytology sampling of the mucosa during endos-
copy has been advocated as an alternative to endoscopic
collection of biopsy specimens. This technique allows larger
areas of esophageal epithelium to be sampled. However,
there is a tendency for dysplastic cells to break free more
than normal cells, so this technique might enrich the sample
for dysplasia.

Brush cytology sampling could reduce the initial cost of
sample processing compared with that of multiple biopsy
specimens.55 Findings from cytological analysis have 70% to
80% concordance with those from histological analysis and
have been shown to identify high-grade dysplasia and can-
cer with more than 80% sensitivity and 95% specificity.56,57

However, it only detects nondysplastic BE with 33% to 60%
sensitivity, according to different studies, and it is not likely
to accurately detect low-grade dysplasia.58,59 Additionally,
acute inflammation can produce false-positive results; in
cytological preparations, some cells look abnormal, with
features of cancer cells.60

In addition to routine cytological analysis, cells collected
can be analyzed by molecular markers that can be used in
diagnosis and risk stratification. Immunocytochemical as-
says can detect increases in markers such as cyclin A, and
fluorescence in situ hybridization can detect gains or losses
in chromosomes.58,61–63 The combination of cytological and
molecular analyses of cells could increase the diagnostic
power of a simpler sampling method and be used to identify
the best therapeutic strategies for patients. However, it
could significantly increase the costs of screening, particu-
larly if complex laboratory methodologies such as those
used in immunohistochemistry or fluorescence in situ hy-
bridization are involved; these require expensive sets of
fluorescent probes, manual assessment by experienced
technicians, or automated analysis with elaborate
equipment.62,63

A computer-assisted brush biopsy technique (EndoCDx;
CDx Diagnostics, New York, NY) has been devised to aid the
diagnosis of BE. In this procedure, a stiff endoscopic brush
device can sample deeper layers of the esophageal epithe-
lium and provide information about cells and some struc-
tures. The brush is proprietary and has the ability to remove
small strips of mucosa. These samples are sent to a central
processing location in New Jersey for analysis. The samples
are analyzed by a high-speed automated process, and arti-
ficial intelligence software assists a trained pathologist in
identifying abnormal cells and glandular structures with
features of BE or dysplasia. In 2 prospective studies,
computer-assisted brush biopsy analysis increased the
diagnostic yield for BE by approximately 70% and for
dysplasia by 87% compared with standard biopsy pro-
tocols.64,65 However, the technology has to be combined
with conventional endoscopy, and pathologists have to be
specially trained in the computer analysis. The method
could be used to screen patients, as well as predict their
outcomes and determine their management, based on the
degree of dysplasia.

Although endoscopic cytological analysis has some ad-
vantages over biopsy analysis, it is still limited by sampling
errors and does not overcome the need for conventional
endoscopy. Cytology also has a high-false positive rate for
detection of dysplasia where inflammation coexists.
Transnasal Endoscopy
Transnasal intubation can increase patient tolerance for

the endoscopy procedure. The procedure can be performed
with only topical anesthetic because it avoids contact with
the root of the tongue, preventing gagging during oral
intubation. Two crossover studies have shown that trans-
nasal videoendoscopy can accurately diagnose BE.
Furthermore, biopsy specimens can be collected that are of
sufficient quality for histological analysis.66,67 In addition,
objective acceptability tools have indicated that transnasal
endoscopy (TNE) is generally preferred by patients and
produces lower levels of anxiety compared with conven-
tional endoscopy.67 All of the major endoscope manufac-
turers have produced ultrathin endoscopic instruments for
transnasal use; these can be used in conjunction with
standard endoscopy towers (Table 2). Electronic enhance-
ments such as narrow band imaging are available with these
instruments, although magnification is not.

A randomized crossover study that compared a small-
caliber 1-knob 5.1-mm flexible endoscope (Olympus, Mel-
ville, NY) with conventional endoscopy in patients with
GERD or BE reported “moderate” agreement in identifica-
tion of BE by these 2 methods (k ¼ 0.59). However, the
biopsy specimens collected with the small-caliber endo-
scope were significantly smaller in size due to its small
operating channel. On the other hand, more than 70% of
patients preferred TNE to conventional endoscopy.68

The EndoSheath (Vision Sciences, Orangeburg, NY) is an
ultrathin endoscope with a 2-way angulation system
(Table 2). It is used in combination with a disposable sheath,
which has a working channel for biopsy forceps. In a study
of 426 patients with GERD who underwent the EndoSheath
procedure, 38% were found to have lesions (34% with
erosive esophagitis and 4% with BE).69

A disposable esophagoscope (EG scan; IntroMedic, Seoul,
South Korea) equipped with a 2-way angulation system
and an air channel for insufflation is commercially available.
In a prospective study of 96 patients, it detected BE
with a good level of agreement with standard endoscopy



Table 2.Ultrathin Transnasal Endoscopes

Office based
Channel
diameter Distal tip Working length

Angulation
up/down Angle of view

Pentax, EE1580K No 2 5.5 600 210/120 140�

Fuji, EG-530NP No 2 4.9 1100 210/120 120�

Olympus, GIFXP 190N/290N No 2.2 5.4 1100 210/90 140�

Vision Sciences, EndoSheath Yes 2.1 4.7 650 145/220 120�

IntroMedic, EG scan II Yes Not applicable 6 1088 160/160 125�

NOTE. These are the best available models from Pentax, Fuji, and Olympus.
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(k ¼ 0.619 ± 0.123). In general, disposable systems
generate images of lower quality (Figure 1) than conven-
tional high-definition videoendoscopes, and the effect on
diagnostic accuracy needs to be carefully addressed.

Even though TNE was preferred to standard endoscopy
in the studies performed, it is difficult to predict what
proportion of the population would accept it within a pri-
mary care screening program, given that it is performed
without sedation. Another important limitation of this
technology is that it must be performed by a physician,
which limits its potential for population-based screening.
Advantages of this technology include its ability to collect
biopsy specimens that, even though smaller than those
collected by conventional endoscopes, can nonetheless help
determine disease stage. Ultrathin TNE appears to be a
promising tool for screening for BE, although more data on
diagnostic accuracy and the cost-effectiveness of disposable
systems are needed.
Figure 1. Three cases of BE imaged with 3 different types of
TNE systems (left panel), with a corresponding picture taken
with a conventional white light Olympus system (right panel
images). (Top left panel, Pentax TNE; middle left panel, office-
based EndoSheath; bottom left panel, office-based EG scan).
Single-Fiber Endoscope
A more sophisticated, small-diameter instrument called

a single-fiber endoscope can be passed orally and allows
excellent visualization of the esophageal mucosa. It is
similar in diameter to that of a capsule, although its sheath
has a smaller diameter. This instrument differs from stan-
dard endoscopes in that it does not require image sensors
because there is only a single fiber, which is rapidly rotated
to create a rasterized image of the mucosa. Its single-fiber
design greatly reduces the size of the instrument to an
outside diameter of only 1.6 mm. It uses laser sources for
illumination, allowing for fluorescence and narrow band
imaging. Multiple sophisticated optical tools could theoret-
ically be added to the platform, such as 2-photon or confocal
microscopes. This technology has been tested in pilot
studies in humans, but a commercialized version is not
available.

Limitations are that the device does not permit oper-
ator control of the endoscope and there is no capability for
collection of biopsy specimens.70 A tethered version is also
available, which could produces images in real time. If a
commercialized version includes optical biopsy capabil-
ities, this technology could be used in diagnosis as well as
prognosis, especially if used in conjunction with in vivo
molecular markers. However, it is likely to have a high
cost.
Volume Laser Endomicroscopy
Optical coherence tomography has been used to identify

subsquamous BE and areas of dysplasia; it involves a probe
operated much like the B mode.71 However, it has no multi-
dimensionality, which is required to scan large mucosal
surfaces. A newer generation of this technology, called vol-
ume laser endomicroscopy (VLE), has incorporated a
rotating optical frequency domain imaging probe into a
catheter centered inside a balloon to provide large-volume
microscopic reconstructions of tubular organs (such as the



Figure 2. Examples of VLE. (A) A VLE circular scan with im-
aging of the multilayered squamous esophagus and identifi-
cation of the layered structure. Sections of the scan can be
expanded in the device. It is apparent that this resolution is
superior than can be seen with even the highest-resolution
endoscopic ultrasound probes. (B) Sector magnification of
VLE shows a mucosa without a great degree of surface
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esophagus or coronary arteries) at a depth of 2 mm.72 A
VLE-tethered capsule has also been created, which uses a
rotating optical frequency domain imaging probe to cir-
cumferentially scan the esophageal lumen at a 30-mm lateral
and 7-mm axial resolution.73

After the capsule is swallowed and delivered by esoph-
ageal peristalsis to the stomach, the operator can withdraw
it, along the esophageal body, to generate cross-sectional
images of the mucosa. This technology generated high-
quality endomicroscopic images of the esophageal mucosa
in a proof-of-principle study of 7 controls and 6 patients
with BE.73

Even though this technology was conceived for
screening, it can also detect dysplasia in the mucosa. Its
resolution is lower than that of laser confocal endomicro-
scopy, but it has greater depth of penetration into the
submucosa. Dysplasia is assessed based on analysis of sur-
face maturation patterns caused by increased scattering of
light by dysplastic cells with enlarged nuclei and the pres-
ence of abnormal submucosal glandular structures
(Figure 2). These structures appear to be the result of an
altered submucosal microenvironment with activated stro-
mal fibroblasts. One advantage of this technique is that it
could be used to scan the entire BE segment at high
resolution.

Cost will depend on the ability to reuse the capsule, a
fixed-diameter device. Although image analysis is complex,
it could be performed by a medical technician, which would
be advantageous over endoscopic techniques. Overall, this
technology represents a new interesting avenue for
research, but it is not currently available for the clinic.
Further studies are required to show a correlation between
imaging patterns and histological findings and its accuracy
in identification of BE in a screening setting.
scattering, indicating a likelihood of nondysplastic BE. The
glands indicated by the arrowheads suggest the presence of
an abnormal submucosal microenvironment.
Nonendoscopic Technologies

Nonendoscopic devices are being developed to collect
cells for cytological analysis. For example, a catheter that
can be passed transorally has an inflatable balloon at the
end equipped with soft cones to increase collection of cells
by mechanical scraping. Two comparative studies investi-
gated the accuracy of identification of BE using cells
collected using this technology. Even though analyses of
cells collected using balloon technology detected high-grade
dysplasia and cancer with 80% sensitivity, the accuracy of
identification of benign BE was low,74,75 so this device is not
suitable for BE screening.

More promising results have been obtained with the
Cytosponge, a cell collection device developed with Medical
Research Council technology. Cells collected with this tech-
nology can be used in immunohistochemical assays. The
Cytosponge device is composed of reticulated foam
(approximately 30 mm in diameter) compressed within a
gelatin capsule and attached to a simple string. The capsule
is swallowed by the patient; after a maximum of 5 minutes
to allow dissolution of the gelatin and expansion of the
polyester foam, the device is retrieved by the operator
(usually a nurse). During the passage of the sponge, cells are
absorbed from the entire length of the esophagus. The cells
are retrieved from the sponge, and immunohistochemistry
is performed to detect expression of markers such as trefoil
factor 3 (TFF3). TFF3 was found in a gene expression
microarray study to be a marker that can distinguish in-
testinal cells of BE from other columnar cells derived from
the normal gastric cardia and upper airways (Figure 3).

In a feasibility study of more than 500 patients with
GERD, analysis of cells collected with the Cytosponge
detected BE of more than 1 cm with 73% sensitivity and BE
of more than 2 cm with 90% sensitivity; specificity values
were more than 90%. The procedure could be performed in
the primary care setting and was well tolerated by patients;
82% had only low levels of anxiety before and after the
procedure.20 However, due to the low prevalence of BE in
this cohort (3%), this feasibility study was not sufficient to
determine diagnostic accuracy. A large multicenter case-
control cohort study (BEST2 study) involving more than
1000 patients was recently completed in the United
Kingdom and will provide information on the diagnostic



Figure 4. Use of the Cytosponge. (A) Cytosponge embedded
in a gelatin capsule. (B) The Cytosponge is swallowed and
descends to the stomach through the esophagus. (C) The
expanded Cytosponge. (D) The Cytosponge is retrieved by an
assistant who pulls the string. (E) Immunohistochemical
analysis of TTF3 in cells collected by the Cytosponge as well
as BE cells (arrows).

Figure 3. Layered epithelium in the cross sectional view on
the left with a much enhanced sector view on the right
showing the individual layers of the squamous mucosa.
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accuracy of BE. A recent cost analysis using a micro-
simulation model confirmed that, compared with conven-
tional endoscopy, collection of cells by Cytosponge and
analysis led to an equal number of quality of life years
gained but was more cost effective. Furthermore, when
coupled with endoscopic therapy, Cytosponge collection and
analysis is cost effective in reducing EAC mortality.76

Cell collection by Cytosponge and subsequent TFF
immunohistochemical analysis seem to have the character-
istics required for a clinically applicable screening tool,
including potentially low cost, suitability for primary care,
excellent tolerability, and potentially good diagnostic accu-
racy. Similar to endoscopic brush collection of cytology
specimens, cells collected by Cytosponge can be assessed by
histological and molecular analyses to simultaneously pro-
vide information such as grade of dysplasia and potential for
transformation into cancer cells. However, the Cytosponge is
not commercially available, and the lower sensitivity of
detection of shorter segments of BE is a potential issue.

Untethered endoscopic microgrippers, designed by a
research group at Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore,
MD), have been developed for random collection of cytology
samples from large gastrointestinal organs.77 The micro-
grippers are star-shaped nickel appendages smaller than
1 mm with flexible joints that close and grip at 37�C
(Figure 4). Hundreds can be dispersed in water and then
swallowed. They distribute randomly along the mucosal
surface and can then be retrieved with a magnet. Tissue
microspecimens collected from porcine esophagi contained
tissues suitable for cytological analysis, and squamous cells
were detected by microscopy.77 This technology might
someday be used in screening for gastrointestinal disorders
but has not yet been tested in humans.
Capsule Endoscopy
Capsule-based procedures have been used increasingly

as a minimally invasive method of visualizing the lumen of
the gastrointestinal tract. Although first applied for imaging
of the small bowel, newer devices have been configured
specifically for visualization of the esophagus. Esophageal
capsule endoscopy (ECE) was approved by the US Food and
Drug Administration and became commercially available
as the PillCam ESO in 2004. The second generation, ESO2,
became available in 2007. The devices are marketed by
Covidien (Dublin, Ireland). They comprise a wireless ingest-
ible capsule that images the esophagus at approximately 7
(ESO) or 9 (ESO2) images per second. Dual imagers (rather
than single imagers in the small bowel capsule) at each end
capture 14 (ESO) or 18 (ESO2) images per second. The de-
vices also include a data recorder, comprising a recorder
belt and sensor array, and a workstation for processing and
real-time interpretation of transmitted images.78–80

ECE has an advantage over standard endoscopy in that it
can be administered without sedation and is generally bet-
ter tolerated.81 In initial studies, the PillCam ESO detected
BE with 97% sensitivity and 99% specificity.82 However,
further studies showed less than optimal sensitivity (60%–
67%) and specificity (84%–100%) in detection of BE.79,83,84

The second-generation ESO2 device, which has a wider
viewing angle and can generate 18 images per second,
detected BE with 100% sensitivity and 74% specificity. This
study, however, included only 28 patients.85

There have been variations in the design of the esoph-
ageal capsule, such as adding a tethering feature that allows
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the capsule to be held in place to improve visualization of
the gastroesophageal junction. String capsule endoscopy
was used to screen 100 veterans with chronic reflux
symptoms for BE. BE was detected with 78% sensitivity and
83% specificity.86 A meta-analysis of these studies found
that ECE detects BE with pooled values of 77% sensitivity
and 86% specificity.87

A cost-benefit analysis that compared routine endoscopy
with capsule endoscopy found that routine endoscopy was
more cost effective in screening of patients with reflux
symptoms because of the high prevalence of BE in this
group.88 The costs of screening with ECE were found to be
nearly equivalent to those of EGD, with sensitivity and speci-
ficity values of 78% and 90%, respectively.46,87,88 Thus, ECE is
not routinely used to screen for BE, and its routine usewas not
recommended by the American College of Gastroenterology in
their 2008 practice guidelines for BE.37 ECE has beenmodified
such that the capsule can be steered by magnetic fields to
allow greater control of image acquisition, but this approach
has only been tested in research settings. It is important to
consider that tissues cannot be collected by this method, so it
must be followed by endoscopy to obtain biopsy specimens.

Biomarkers
Genetic Factors

Seven percent of patients with BE or EAC have other
family members with these diseases, and a family history of
BE or EAC has been reported in up to 28% of cases.13,89

Researchers have searched for genetic factors that in-
crease the risk of BE and EAC. A genome-wide association
study of a large cohort of patients in the United Kingdom
identified 2 susceptibility loci for BE at positions 6p21 and
16q24.15 A subsequent study of patients with BE and EAC in
western Europe, North America, and Australia identified 3
additional risk loci at positions 3p13, 9q22, and 19p13.14

Interestingly, this study showed that BE and EAC have
common susceptibility loci.
Table 3.Screening Tests for BE

Type of study

Standard endoscopy Population-based cross-sect
Endoscopic brush cytology Retrospective cohort
EndoCDx Prospective comparative
TNE Randomized
Office-based TNE Randomized
Capsule endoscopy Prospective comparative
Single-fiber endoscopy Animal model
VLE Small cross-sectional
Cytosponge Prospective comparative
Balloon cytology Prospective comparative
Microgrippers Animal model
Genetic susceptibility markers (blood) Genome-wide association st
Stool markers (eg, methylation) Discovery preclinical
Blood markers (eg, proteins, miRNAs) Discovery preclinical

aMore data are required.
It is tempting to speculate how this information could be
used in screening for those at risk for BE and EAC. Devel-
opment of BE appears to depend on a combination of
multiple low-penetrance susceptibility loci and exposure to
other environmental factors, so screening would not be
straightforward. Large cohort studies can find important
gene associations, but their clinical significance is minor;
odds ratios for disease are fairly low. For example, the 6p21
locus increases the risk of BE by only 21%.
Blood biomarkers
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are approximately 21 to 25 nu-

cleotides long and regulate many cellular processes; their
alteration has been associated with the pathogenesis of
many diseases, including cancer.90 miRNAs are stable and
can be detected in circulating plasma, so they are good
biomarkers.91 BE and EAC tissues were shown to have
different patterns of miRNAs compared with control squa-
mous tissues.92 Levels of specific circulating miRNAs can be
used to detect esophageal squamous carcinoma.93,94 Studies
are required to determine whether patients with BE have a
distinct miRNA profile.

Large-scale proteome and metabolome screening
studies can uncover distinct proteins, polypeptides, or
metabolites linked to specific cancers. Studies of esopha-
geal cancer have mainly been conducted in patients with
squamous cell carcinoma; peptide and metabolite panels
can accurately identify these patients.95–97 Fan et al iden-
tified 5 peptides in blood that could distinguish patients
with squamous cell carcinoma from healthy volunteers; the
peptide panel was validated in an independent cohort.96

Using a mass spectroscopy approach, Kelly et al associ-
ated levels of 3 proteins (apolipoprotein A-I, serum amy-
loid A, and transthyretin) with increased survival times of
patients with EAC.98 It is therefore feasible to detect BE
and EAC using blood-based protein markers, but further
studies are needed.
Diagnostic
accuracy

Patient
acceptability Costs

Primary
care

ional Excellent Poor High No
Good Poor High No
Gooda Poor High No
Excellent Moderate High No
Good Moderate Moderate Yes
Moderate Moderate High Partly
Unknown Moderate Unknown Unknown
Unknown Moderate Unknown No
Gooda Good Low Yes
Poor Moderate Low Yes
Unknown Good Unknown No

udies Unknown Excellent Unknown Yes
Unknown Excellent Unknown Yes
Unknown Excellent Unknown Yes
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Cells are constantly shed from esophageal neoplasias

and have been detected in the stool using fecal DNA
extraction techniques. Tests have been developed to screen
for potential upper gastrointestinal malignancies as well as
for colonic neoplasms that detect DNA, methylation, and
protein markers unique to cancerous cells. Assays that
detect changes in DNA methylation patterns are particularly
well studied for detection of esophageal cancers99–103 and
hold promise for minimally invasive screening. However, it
is likely that these assays detect established tumors rather
than preinvasive lesions. They might also detect esophageal
cancer with low specificity; positive results would need to
be followed up with evaluation of the entire gastrointestinal
tract, including the colon.
Conclusions
There is a strong rationale for screening for BE to reduce

mortality from EAC and reverse the increasing incidence of
esophageal cancer in Western countries. However,
screening tests must be simple, minimally invasive pro-
cedures.4,45 Although minimally invasive imaging technolo-
gies and molecular diagnostic tools are continually being
developed, nonendoscopic tools that collect cells and tissues
for analysis, such as the Cytosponge and office-based
transnasal esophagoscopes, appear to be the most prom-
ising. However, the Cytosponge has only been tested in the
United Kingdom (Table 3). We await results from a large
case-control study of the Cytosponge that will reveal the
suitability of this technology for diagnosis of BE. Additional
studies are needed to assess the ability of disposable office-
based ultrathin endoscopes to accurately identify patients
with BE. A new version of the EG scan (EG scan II) is under
investigation in an ongoing multicenter study (ISRCTN
70595405) (Table 2).

Ultimately, these technologies must tested in the pri-
mary care setting with robust study designs. Large ran-
domized trials should include those at risk for BE and
determine the effects of screening on cancer incidence, stage
of cancers detected, and cost per treatable cancer detected.
When the best screening approaches are identified,
screening campaigns can be launched in countries with a
high incidence of EAC. Tests for genetic factors and blood-
based biomarkers could be included, alone or in combina-
tion with other tests.

However, screening for BE will be of benefit at the
population level only if it is coupled with effective sur-
veillance programs. Corley et al showed that current sur-
veillance practices for BE do not significantly affect EAC
mortality.104 These findings are at odds with those from
retrospective studies, which showed increased survival
times among patients diagnosed with EAC in surveillance
programs, and from a more recent population-based
study, which reported increased survival times of pa-
tients with cancer who had with a prior diagnosis of BE,
even after correction for lead and length time bias.16,38,40

Furthermore, many of the subjects in the study by Corley
et al had advanced EAC, indicating that community-based
practices (outside of clinical studies) perform suboptimal
endoscopic examinations of patients with BE. Previous
studies have also shown that community endoscopists
have poor adherence to guidelines for endoscopic
surveillance.105,106

Increased centralization of surveillance programs and
new advanced imaging techniques to detect dysplasia
should help improve the management of patients found to
have BE through screening programs. Minimally invasive
endoscopic techniques for ablation of high-risk BE could,
with accurate screening strategies, reverse the increase in
the incidence of EAC in Western countries. It is important
to further develop biomarkers that can separate the rela-
tively small group of patients at high risk for cancer who
require endoscopic therapy from the larger proportion
who are at low risk and can be evaluated at longer time
intervals.
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